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ANGLESEY home

Oh I do
like
to be
beside
the
Seaside!
Sarah and Stuart Rushton’s
fabulous holiday home on the
windswept Isle of Anglesey
exudes contemporary nautical
style. Rebecca Drake went along
to take a look
Words Rebecca Drake
Photography Eleri Griffiths

the property
Owners Sarah and
Stuart Rushton and their
two sons, George, 11 and
Sam, eight.
Style Modern threestorey beach-front home
Rooms Five bedrooms,
five bathrooms and a
generously proportioned
living space, set across
three storeys.
Where Rhosneigr,
Anglesey.
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ANGLESEY home

“I love the living area the most, primarily
because of the view. It’s different everyday”

WHITES & BRIGHTS
Sarah decided to keep the
walls plain and introduced
vibrancy, textures and
bright swathes of colour
through accessorising
and soft furnishings. Vivid
yellows and turquoises
adorn one of the guest
bedrooms, and clean,
nautical blues, with
bright accents highlight
the living space.

ANGLESEY home

S

itting in the calm, serene
living space of her
beautiful coastal retreat
in North Wales, Sarah
Rushton remembers her first visit to
the spacious home located right on
the beach front: “It was a beautiful
day when we first saw [the house].
We were attracted by the fabulous
location and the views!”
A stone’s throw from the pretty
village of Rhosneigr, the views from
the stunning property are towards
the Snowdonian mountain
range at the front or the pretty
secluded beach at the back of
the property.
Well appointed and ideally
laid out, when the Rushton’s
purchased the house, the
décor required attention to
create a style that Sarah was
happy with. Explains Sarah:
“It was very dark. There was a
lot of attention to detail, but
after we had been here for a
while we wanted to put our
own stamp on it.”
Taking inspiration from
a favourite artist, Angleseybased Janet Bell, whose
simple, almost childlike
works portray the UK

CAPTION Framed by the large bay windows, awe-inspiring views of the beautiful North Wales coastline and its ever-changing seascape and skyline make a spectacular ‘liveartwork’, which Sarah and her family love to watch on their visits to Anglesey.
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DESIGNER’S VIEW
Ben Clarke of Curve worked alongside Sarah and Stuart to help them
create the holiday home of their dreams. Said Ben: “Curve were
asked to get involved in the interior design of Craig Y Don in the
autumn of 2010.
After a wonderful trip to Anglesey to get to know the property, we
worked closely with Sarah to come up with distinct schemes for each
area of the house. With the property being over three floors and
very spacious, we tied in the colour schemes across each level of the
building. The brief was very much to give the holiday home a more
seasidey feel, which gave us so much scope. Palettes of blues and
turquoises with splashes of red were put together and we used a lot
of fabrics from Designers Guild which suited the job perfectly.
The paintwork throughout was re-treated to give a much more
subtle finish as lots of wooden panelling gives that beach hut feeling.
The end result is a bright, sunny holiday home in a prime position
right on the beach in Rhosneigr.”
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coastal idyll, Sarah set about
designing the property to be lighter
and brighter with a beachy feel.
Says Sarah: “Blue and white
go everywhere! I wanted to use
a contemporary, modern beach
theme, but it also had to be childfriendly. I love Janet Bell’s work.
The traditional British beach scenes
featuring kites, flowers and bright
colours; they just make me feel
happy! Her paintings were the
inspiration for the interior design.”
After deciding on the main theme
of the redesign, Sarah set about
creating a special holiday home for
herself, husband Stuart and their
two boys: George, 11 and Sam,
eight. A chance meeting with
interior designer Ben Clarke
of Curve brought forth
some new ideas and Sarah
decided to take advantage
of Ben’s expertise and
product knowledge to help
with the soft furnishings
and accessorising.
Says Sarah: “Sometimes
you need somebody to
help you make decisions
because when you’re so
keen on a project, you need
to be sure it’s right.
“If you are detail
conscious, like I am, the
choice of products can
be very overwhelming; so
working with Ben helped
to focus the project.”

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
The property is positioned in an enviable location, right on the
beach front, of a beautiful secluded sandy bay. This was one of
the main draws for the Rushton’s, who wanted a place where they
could take family and friends to relax.
Explained Sarah: “The privacy of the proprety was a major factor
in our decision making process. Although people do come walking
along the beach, it’s so quiet it’s almost like having our own
private beach.
“The beach is so safe, the children can play in the dunes and it
gives them a lot of freedom.”
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GO NAUTICAL
Sarah has had a lot of
fun accessorising the
family holiday home.
With contemporary
nautical products
bang on-trend, she
has picked up some
great pieces on the
high street and other
more unusual pieces
from galleries and
websites.
Look out for the fun
seagull ornament,
driftwood collected
on the beach and the
fabulous ‘Oh, I do
like to be beside the
seaside’ mugs.

ANGLESEY home

“Sometimes you need somebody to help you
make decisions because when you’re so keen
on a project, you need to be sure it’s right”

CAPTION The modern master bedroom is a relaxing space located on the third floor of the contemporary seaside property. Designers Guild curtains, cushions and throws
have been used to bring splashes of bright colour into the pleasant space.
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